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Abstract
Classicalmachine learning algorithms can provide insights on high-dimensional processes that are
hardly accessible with conventional approaches. As a notable example, t-distributed Stochastic
Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) represents the state of the art for visualization of data sets of large
dimensionality. An interesting question is then if this algorithm can provide useful information also in
quantumexperiments with very largeHilbert spaces. Leveraging these considerations, in this workwe
apply t-SNE to probe the spatial distribution of n-photon events inm-dimensionalHilbert spaces,
showing that itsfindings can be beneficial for validating genuine quantum interference in boson
sampling experiments. In particular, we find that nonlinear dimensionality reduction is capable to
capture distinctive features in the spatial distribution of data related tomulti-photon states with
different evolutions.We envisage that this approachwill inspire further theoretical investigations, for
instance for a reliable assessment of quantum computational advantage.
Introduction
Motivated by the recent achievements enabled bymachine learning, the last decades have seen a flowering of
novel approaches developed to tackle hard problems. The strength of these techniques relies on their capability
to address diverse and complex processes over very large data sets, for which a thourough understandingmay be
not available or accessible. The price to pay, a possible obscure interpretation of their findings [1], is often largely
compensated for by the accuracy and simplicity of their predictions.Machine learning algorithms are
conveniently divided in three classes [2]: (i) supervised, when they are trained on labeled examples,
(ii) unsupervised, when they infer patterns in data with no labels, and (iii) reinforcement learning, when training
aims atmaximizing a reward. Beyond this classification, other statistical tools are employed to prepare [3] or to
explore [4] the input data, usually spread in very large domains, or to test a statisticalmodel [5].Within these
techniques, visualizing high-dimensional points would naturally represent a critical advantage for data analysis.
To this aim, severalmanifold algorithms have been developed to reduce the dimensionality of the problemwhile
preserving interesting features of the data [6]. Ultimately, t-distributed StochasticNeighbor Embedding
algorithm (t-SNE) [7] has now established itself as the new state of the art for this task in several fields [8–12].
Inspired by its successful applications, a natural question is whethermanifold algorithms can provide useful
solutions also for problems in quantummechanics. Indeed, the observation that the size ofHilbert spaces scales
exponentially fast in the number of qubits already encourages to look in this direction. An interesting test-bed is
offered, for instance, by applications that need to probe the spatial distribution of systems living in largeHilbert
spaces. A relevant example in this sense is represented by the problemof discerningmulti-photon quantum
interference in high-dimensional unitary evolutions [13]. This task has recently drawn attention for the
validation of boson sampling [14], in order to assess the correct operation of single-photon sources and
quantumdevices. In a linear optical framework, boson sampling consists in sampling from the output
probability distribution of n indistinguishable photons evolving in am-mode interferometer. Assuming highly
plausible conjectures, the problemwas proved to be intractable for classical computers for a sufficiently large
number of photons, paving theway for afirst demonstration of quantum computational advantage [13, 15].
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In this workwe discuss a positive answer to this question, namelywhethermachine learning algorithms for
dimensionality reduction can provide an effective approach also in quantummechanics.We address this task by
using t-SNE to visualize the result of different dynamics for states with n distinguishable and indistinguishable
photons. Leveraging the approach of [16, 17], we consider their spatial distribution inm-dimensionalHilbert
spaces and apply t-SNE to take a snapshot of these points (figure 1). Aswewill show, these images present
interesting properties: (i) for a given unitary evolution and fixed degree of distinguishability, different sets of
events yield similar images; (ii)datawith the same (different) degree of distinguishability converge to images
with similar (different) features; (iii) the number of events to sample to produce a reliable image appears to scale
favorablywith the size of the problem.We investigate this approach by numerically generating samples of
increasing dimension, providing evidence for its efficacy in assessingmulti-photon interference.
Themanuscript is structured in two parts:first, after a short introduction on boson sampling and its
validation, we introduce t-SNE as a promising tool to studymulti-particle interference. Then, in the second part
we discuss a possible improvement that takes advantage of convolutional neural networks (CNN) to automate
and boost the process.We believe our analysismight inspire further theoretical researches, which could exploit
t-SNE and related techniques thoroughly also in other scenarios.
Multi-photon interference and its assessment
Multi-photon interference occurring in a scattering process through a linear optical network lies at the basis of
several quantum computational and simulationmodels. One of the reasons behind its relevance is given by the
very complexity of its dynamics, which is related to the evaluation of complex physical quantities. This aspect has
been recently clarified by the formulation of the boson sampling problem [14]. The latter is a computational task
that corresponds to sampling from the output probability distribution obtained after the evolution of n
indistinguishable bosons through am-mode linear optical network, described by a unitarymatrixU randomly
drawn according to theHaarmeasure.More specifically, in this scenario the system configurations are given by
ordered lists ofm integer numbers (n1, n2,K, nm), where nk is the number of particles occupyingmode k and
n nk kå = . Given n indistinguishable bosons, the transition amplitude  from the input state configuration
S=(s1, s2,K, sm) to the outputT=(t1, t2,K, tm) is obtained as S T c UperS T S T, ,  =( ) ( ). Here,
c s tS T i
m
i j
m
j,
1 2 = -( ! !) is a prefactor taking into accountmultiple-occupancy degeneracies. The relevant
term in the amplitude is per(US,T), that is, the permanent of the n×n submatrix ofU retrieved by selecting rows
and columns according to the occupiedmodes specified by S andT. Sampling from the output distribution of
this system is classically hard, being the evaluation ofmatrix permanents with normally-distributed complex
entries a#P-hard problem. Boson sampling thus represents a benchmark for the complexity ofmulti-photon
Figure 1.Visual assessment of quantum interference. (a)Multi-photon interference inm-mode linear optical devices is a key resource
for several protocols in quantum information processing. Identifying its distinctive features is thus crucial for practical applications
such as boson sampling, which assumes to operate with indistinguishable photons. These patterns, which arise in high-dimensional
Hilbert spaces, can be visually inspected on a 2D scatterplot by using techniques of dimensionality reduction such as t-SNE [7].
(b)Multi-photon states evolving in linear optical interferometers result in output events (ei)with different probability distributions,
depending on the degree ofmulti-particle distinguishability. Herewe focus on three of themain classes of evolutions (Q: quantum
interference of indistinguishable photons;C: classical evolution of distinguishable photons;MF:mean-field states [18]). Embeddings
produced by t-SNE from the three classes can be used to train a classifier (c) to recognize patterns related to quantum interference
(Q: quantum; Q¯ : other-than-quantum). Here, Q¯ can include one ormore knownhypotheses that we aim to rule out based on a given
set of collected events.
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interference, and provides a well-established candidate for the first experimental observation of quantum
computational advantage. These features have led to several experimental implementations [19–34], starting
from small instances to progressively larger-size demonstrations.
Strongly related to its computational complexity, a crucial open problem is the challenge of discerning
patterns in output data produced by quantum interference of indistinguishable photons fromother scenarios,
such aswith distinguishable particles or other classically-simulatablemodels. Indeed, since the evaluation of a
single input-output transition amplitude relies on the calculation of amatrix permanent, other non-trivial
computationally efficient approaches have to be developed and tested [16–18, 24, 25, 27, 29, 30, 33, 35–49].
Furthermore, the space of possible configurations for n particle inmmodes increases as
m n
n
1+ -⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠, thus
leading to very sparse samples when the size of the system is large.Hence, no straightforwardmethods can be
applied tofind patterns hidden in such high-dimensional data. The identification of these patterns can be a
helpful resource to assess the presence of genuinemulti-photon interference.
t-SNE for validation of quantum interference
t-SNE is a technique for nonlinear dimensionality reduction, suitable to embed points fromhigh-dimensional
spaces into a plane for visualization [7]. The algorithm finds a high-to-low-dimensionalmapwith the property
that proximity, asmeasuredwith a givenmetric, is preserved by themapwith high probability.More specifically,
t-SNE consists in two stages. In thefirst stage it derives a probability distribution P, whose elements p( i, j) depend
on the distance between points (i, j) in the high-dimensional space. In the second stage, t-SNE looks for a second
distribution P¢ (the embedding) in the low-dimensional space that best represents P. The choice of the optimal
P¢ ismade byminimizing theKullback–Leibler divergence [48] betweenP and P¢with respect to the positions of
theN points. The algorithm is efficient, in that the computational complexity scales asO N 2( ). The required
resources can be further reducedwith various approaches,most notably in the Barnes–Hut-SNE
implementation [49], for which various open-source libraries are already available [51]. Very recently, a novel
approach has been reportedwith linear computational complexity, enabling a quasi-real-time version for the
browser that leverages the graphic processing unit [50].
In order to apply t-SNE to studymulti-particle quantum interference, we need to construct a suitable space
where each output event can take place. To this aim, we choose towork in a spacewhere each axis is associated to
a different outputmode [16, 17] (figure 1(a)). For each point, the coordinate on the k-th axis is given by the
occupation number onmode k of the corresponding n-photon state. For instance, for n=4 photons inm=7
modeswe couldhave theoutput event (0, 1, 0, 0, 2, 1, 0), which corresponds to thepointwith coordinates (1, 2, 1)
on, respectively, the 2nd, 5th and6th axis and0 on the others. For a given set ofn-photon events overmmodes,
t-SNEcan then output a 2Dembedding that aims topreserve the proximity betweenpoints. An example of this
analysiswithEuclidean distance is shown infigure 2, in the case ofn=5 indistinguishable photons injected in
interferometerswithm=25modes.Data for this test were classically simulated by employing the exact sampling
algorithmbyClifford andClifford [51] for indistinguishable photons.Herewe considered fourHaar-random
unitary evolutions (figures 2(a)–(d)) and, for each unitary,we constructed the t-SNEprojection of four data sets
withN=104 events each.One can recognize in the panels offigure 2 the above-mentionedproperty (i): whenwe
fix the transformation and thedegree of distinguishability, t-SNEyields similar embeddings for different sets of
events despite the very largeHilbert space dimensions. Furthermore, patterns in these embeddings slightly change
fromunitary to unitary, indicating that t-SNE is indeed capturing features ofmulti-photonquantum interference
in a consistentway.
One interesting aspect to investigate, then, is the dependence of these patterns on the degree of
distinguishability, which affects the nature of the dynamics at a deeper level. To show that t-SNE embedding is
effective to separate quantum and non-quantum samplingwe require that it preserves the capability to
discriminate between different types of interference.We provide evidence for this property in appendix A based
on numerical simulations. For afirst analysis along this direction, we applied t-SNE to data related to specific
unitary evolutions: the quantumFourier transform and theHadamard transform [52]. The choice of these
transformations ismotivated by the fact that, for specific input states called ‘cyclic’, they are known to exhibit
marked differences in the output probability distributions between the cases of fully indistinguishable and fully
distinguishable input states [18, 38, 44]. Specifically, in the case of a fixed cyclic input with all indistinguishable
photons, we observe the suppression of a large number of output configurations, which in turn implies thatmost
events are concentrated in a subset of all possible output configurations. Conversely in the second case, when the
input cyclic state consists of distinguishable photons, the output distribution is fully flat. The analysis was
extended also to a third class of input states with different degree of distinguishability: besides states where all
photons are fully indistinguishable, exhibiting quantum interference (Q: blue), fully distinguishable,
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corresponding to classical evolutions (C: red), we simulated also the so-calledmean-field state (MF: red). The
latter is a special state that has been studied in the context of boson sampling validation [18], inwhich photons
are injected—one by one—in superposition over a set of nmodeswith randomphases. The interest for these
states is due to the observation that they reproduce some signatures ofmulti-photon interference, even though
each photon evolves independently without interfering with the others. Events for the other two states have been
numerically generatedwith two exact sampling algorithms: one byAaronson andArkhipov [35] for
distinguishable photons, and the one byClifford andClifford [51] for indistinguishable photons. From these
considerations, considering the different distribution of events in the high-dimensional space, we intuitevely
expected tofind a trace of these patterns also in the 2Dprojectionwith t-SNE. Results for this analysis are shown
infigure 3 for n=8 photons inm=64-dimensional quantumFourier andHadamard transforms. The feature
we observe is the onewe anticipated in property (ii)data sets related to experiments with (Q) orwithout (C or
MF) quantum interference yields embeddings that exhibit recurring features, which are different between the
two scenarios.
So far, we have restricted the analysis infigure 3 to structured evolutions that, as such,might not reflect a
general feature ofmulti-photon dynamics as seen through the lens of t-SNE.We address this questionwith a
further analysis, reported infigure 4, discussing how the property (ii) arises inHaar-randomunitary
transformationswith no special structure. Figure 4 reports seven images for increasing sizes of the problem
(n,m=n2)with indistinguishable photons, distinguishable photons andmean-field states, providing evidence
that this behaviour is indeed not limited to lowdimensions or to transformationswith high symmetries. This
observation suggests that the output distributions corresponding to different particle statistics present general
dissimilarities that are sufficiently strong to exhibit different behaviours alreadywith a relatively small number
of sampled events (hereN=104). For instance, for n=15 photons inm=225modes (rightmost images in
figure 4) such a small sample size would be only a negligible fraction of the total number of configurations in the
Hilbert space, namely∼ 10−20. In the supplementalmaterial (section ‘Interference and its distinctive t-SNE
patterns’)weprovide amore detailed description on the shape of these patterns forHaar-random
transformations. The aspect of howmany samples are required for a reliable assessment (iii) has been explored
for the dimensions considered in these analyses, and ranges fromN∼2×103 toN∼104 output events, which
is in linewith the state of the art of validation protocols.
Figure 2.Reproducibility of t-SNEpatterns. For all experiments we simulated, t-SNE embeddings showpatterns that are reproduced
in a clear waywhenwe employ different output data sets from the same unitary evolution.Here, four panels (a)–(d) are associated to as
many unitary evolutionswith n=5 indistinguishable photons inm=25-mode interferometers. For each unitary, four different sets
of 104 events are projected via t-SNE to show reproducibility. See the supplementalmaterial available online at stacks.iop.org/QST/
4/024008/mmedia (sectionRepeatability in t-SNE patterns) for a comment on how the random inizialization of the gradient descent
affects the reproducibility.
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Ultimately, all these results encourage to consider t-SNE as an effective tool to studymulti-particle scattering
processes. To stress that its applicability can also extend beyond validation of quantum interference, in the
supplementalmaterial we have included further analyses on patterns that can be found in t-SNE embeddings
(section ‘t-SNE beyond validation of quantum interference’).With the above considerations inmind, we are now
ready tomove further and try to exploit these features for a self-consistent off-the-shelf approach.
From t-SNE to classification
Embeddings produced via t-SNE can be inspected to discern patterns related to differentmulti-photon
interference effects (figure 4). In particular, whenwe are to choose between only twohypotheses (e.g. quantum
or classical evolutions) the task reduces to a binary classification problem, forwhich several algorithms are
available [53]. In these cases, wewant to train a suitable classifier to recognize characteristic patterns in data with
different distinguishability. A sketch of the training stagewould then proceed as follows. (a) First, we need to
generateNs labeled data sets, withN events each, for each of the two hypotheses: quantum (Q) or other-than-
quantum (Q¯) interference. A key observation here is that the classifier does not look for patterns within a subset
Figure 3.Patterns andmulti-photon distinguishability. Patterns change substantially between experiments with different degrees of
photon distinguishability. Herewe observe this property for three classes of states (Q: quantum;C: classical;MF:mean-field) in two
special evolutions, the quantumFourier transform and theHadamard transform, which are known to exhibit highly different
probability distributions of the output events [18, 29, 44]. t-SNE embeddings are compatible with the expectation, which predicts a
distributionmore flat inC andMF than inQ [18].
Figure 4.Visualizing high-dimensional Hilbert spaceswith t-SNE.We apply t-SNE to experiments of increasing dimensionality,
wherewe numerically sampleN=104 events simulating quantum interference (Q: blue) [51] and classical evolutions (C: red) [35].
We tested different combinations of (n,m), with n=5,K, 10, 15 andm=n2, an interesting condition for boson sampling due to the
reduced probability of having bunching events.Within both scenarios (Q,C) all embeddings present similar recurring features, which
become progressively less defined aswe probe high-dimensionalHilbert spaces with a fixed number of points. A similar analysis was
carried out also forMF states, yielding embeddings close to the ones fromC. The analysis provides evidence that it is possible to exploit
these patterns to discern the degree of distinguishability.
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ofN events in each of theNs sets, since single events are in general not indicative of the degree of interference.
Rather, a classifier should explore both collections by looking at summary features of each set, in order to learn
which characteristic best signals one scenario or the other. (b)Different choices could bemade for the summary
feature ofN events. In [41, 47], for instance, the authors exploited statistical properties of the two-mode
correlators to discriminate alternative evolutions. In the following, instead, we address this task by converting all
Ns sets in asmany 2D images bymeans of t-SNE, which ultimately will be fed into the classifier. As for the
algorithmwe choose to train deep neural networks, since they are known to be highly effective for computer
vision [54].More specifically, we employedCNN [55] built using the high-level Keras libraries [56]with
TensorFlow backend, the open-source software library for numerical computation [57].
The analysis was carried out for various numbers of photons n=6, 8, 10 andmodesm=36, 64, 100,
generatingNs=2×10
3 data sets ofN=5×103 output events for quantum and classical boson sampling
(distinguishable photons andmean-field). Each such image takes approximately 25 s on a standard laptop,
averaging over all pairs of (n,m) under investigation. The number of samples employed by the present protocol
is comparable with other state-of-the-art validation protocols, such as in [16, 17, 41, 47]. For each combination
of (n,m), we split all sets in three subsets: 75%of all images is used to train theCNN (training set), 20% is used by
theCNN formodel selection (validation set) and 5% is used by the experimenter to test the prediction of trained
CNNs on never-seen-before images, to exclude a bias due to training. A high accuracy on separate data sets
suggests that the CNNs are properly trained, since they generalize the classification rules to newdata. This choice
of the split is typical inmachine learning [53]. For the scope of this analysis, images related to distinguishable
photons andmean-field states are treated as one class, fromwhich theCNN is asked to distinguish images
related to quantum interference. Results on the application of CNNs to validate boson sampling are reported in
table 1. TrainedCNNs prove effective in discriminating the two classes of images, achieving a high score in all
combinations of (n,m). Specifically, they show a higher accuracy wheneverm∼n2 orm<n2, which can be
explained by the fact that in this regime the fraction of bunching effects (whose probability also depends on the
type of distinguishability) is not negligible. Indeed, in these cases the two patterns are sufficiently different to be
identified by simple human inspection (see for instance figure 4). Interestingly, the CNN is capable towitness
distinctive patterns also in themajority of the hardest cases (n,m>n2), where patterns tend to becomemuch
more ambiguous. The results in table 1 suggest also that the scaling of the number of samples is favorable with
(n,m), since the protocol is effective using a number of samples that ranges from2×103 to 104.While a
thorough investigation on its potential goes naturally beyond the scope of the present work, we expect CNNs to
be successful also for larger sizes of the problemwhen trained onmore images and for a finer optimization of the
hyper-parameters. Clearly, a stronger training requires also afine tuning of the t-SNE hyper-parameters [58]
and of the specific rendering of the plots. Notwithstanding, in some of the hardest instances our simple CNNwas
successful even though a trained experimenter could not identify any distinctive pattern tomake ameaningful
guess. Besides representing an effective way to automate the validation protocol after t-SNE, this feature suggests
that neural networks can provide a useful tool for assessing quantum interference in boson sampling
experiments.
Discussion
The task of validatingmulti-particle quantum interference is progressively drawingmore attention, from a
fundamental perspective as well as for a reliable assessment of quantum technologies. In this workwe tackle this
challenge by leveragingmachine learning techniques, with an approach that naturally fits in photonic
applications. Our strategy consists in highlighting hidden patterns within the statistics ofmulti-photon collected
events, which turn out to be representative of the degree of interference that generated them. Such patterns are
projected fromhigh-dimensional Hilbert spaces onto 2D embeddings bymeans of t-SNE, which allows the
Table 1.Accuracy of aCNN in validating
quantum interference for different numbers
of photons n andmodesm, trainedwith
2 103´ images using 5 103´ samples.
Details on the simulation are reported in the
supplementalmaterial (section ‘Details on
validation viaCNNs’).
m n=6 n=8 n=10
36 0.95 (3) 1.00 (0) 0.94 (3)
64 0.99 (1) 1.00 (0) 1.00 (0)
100 0.98 (1) 1.00 (0) 0.99 (1)
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experimenter to directly inspect them. Thefinal validation stage, where patterns are scrutinized to decide
whether or not they could be due to quantum interference, can be conveniently recast in a problemof
classification for which several othermachine learning techniques are available. As an example, we trained a
convolutional neural network to automate and boost this process, thus alsomaking it independent of possible
human biases. Our numerical investigations demonstrate that this approach is effective for a broad range of
experiments up to a large number of photons andmodes, which amply coversmid-term applications.
Interesting directions opened by this work include the development of a theoretical description of the above-
mentioned patterns, which could pave theway for the design of novel validation protocols.
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AppendixA. Feasibility of t-SNE for validation
To show that t-SNE is awell performing embedding algorithm for our purpose, namely to distinguish quantum
and non-quantum sampling, we need evidence that it preserves the capability to discriminate between classes of
multi-photon interference. To search for this evidence, we study the differences between the data in the high-
dimensional space (before t-SNE) and their 2D embeddings (after t-SNE). To this end, we focus on the set of
point-to-point distances , which contains information that is roughly preserved in the projection and that,
hence, should be characteristic of each class. The reason for this choice is that the set of pairwise distances
(similarities) is related to the conditional probability distribution p p pij i j j i
1
2
= +( )∣ ∣ constructed by t-SNE over
all pairs of points, where [7]
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The intuition is that, if this distribution has different properties for each class and this difference survives
after t-SNE, then this would be a good signal that t-SNE embeddings do not distort the capability to
discriminate them.
To investigate this aspect, we numerically simulate 100 experiments for each of the three classes (classical
interferenceC, quantum interferenceQ andmean-fieldMF) andwe construct a histogramof  before and after
t-SNE. The analyses shown infigure A1 demonstrate how the type of interference is reflected in  and,
correspondingly, in the related pi,jwithin t-SNE. Interestingly, the behaviour ofC andMF is similar and, at the
same time, different fromQ (in agreementwithwhat already found in the t-SNE embeddings), andMF is always
intermediate betweenC andQ, as expected [18]. These results support the adoption of t-SNE for validation of
quantum interference.
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Appendix B. Validation viaCNN forn=4
To investigate the efficacy of CNNs for validatingmulti-particle interference based on t-SNE embeddings, we
have simulated several experiments for n=4 and variousm. The choice of this specific scenario is due to the
possibility to observe a transition fromhigh accuracy to lower accuracy at lowerm. For other (n,m), in fact, the
behaviourwould bemore flat in the regimem100, where t-SNE embeddings are faster to compute.We
ascribe this fact to the different statistics of bunching events whenm>n2, towhich t-SNE is sensitive.
Results reported in table B1 showhow the accuracy progressively decreases for increasingm, fromnearly
perfect predictions to a sudden drop atm 64~ . Looking at the images, we attribute this fact to the—too similar
—t-SNE embeddings rather than to a suboptimal design of theCNN.This notwithstanding, better
performancesmight be probably achieved by increasing the sample size (which has been fixed in this analysis).
Figure A1.Distributions before and after t-SNE. t-SNEpreserves distinguishability between linear optical experiments that do boson
sampling and thosewhich do not.We show this feature by numerically investigating the distribution of point-by-point distances in
the high- and two-dimensional spaces for the three classes of photon states: classically-simulatable boson sampling with
distinguishable photons [35] (C), mean field states [18] (MF) and quantumboson samplingwith indistinguishable photons [51] (Q).
We simulated n=6 particles inm=36modes (a), (b) andm=100modes (c), (d), an intermediate configuration among the (n,m)
investigated. In each panel we report the probability histograms associated to the three classes, before (a), (c) and after (b), (d) t-SNE,
averaged over 100Haar-randomunitary transformations. The average Kullback–Leibler divergences (KL) between the high-
dimensional and 2Ddistributions are KLQ: 0.929±0.003, KLMF: 0.954±0.001, KLC: 0.955±0.002 for n m6, 36= = andKLQ:
0.975±0.002, KLMF: 0.985±0.002, KLC: 0.988±0.002 for n m6, 100= = . Redundant red bars (Q) are added for readibility,
while in (a), (c) 1σ error bars are always smaller than the pointsize (fixed). Bins change between panels (a), (c) and (b), (d) since point-
to-point distances can take a discrete and continuous set of values, respectively. Results show that a separation between the three
classes is preserved by t-SNE, suggesting that visual inspection of t-SNE embeddings is effective to distinguish between quantum and
non-quantum sampling.
Figure B1.Data sets used to train the CNNs.Hyper-parameters have been optimized using training sets and validation sets (formodel
selection), while accuracies are estimated on a separate test set using training sets plus validation sets.
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